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The Ontario JAGUAR is the official magazine of the
 OJOA (Ontario Jaguar Owners Association).

It is published six times a year.

Opinions and views expressed in this magazine are those of the individual writers and do not
necessarily reflect those of the Ontario Jaguar Owners’ Association (OJOA), its executive
members, or affiliated bodies such as Jaguar Cars or the Jaguar Clubs of North America.

OJOA grants the Jaguar Clubs of North America (JCNA) and affiliated clubs a non-
exclusive, non-transferable, royalty free licence to reproduce articles and photographs contained
herein unaltered, one time in the affiliated club’s newsletter, provided credit is given to the
OJOA and the author of the reproduced material. JCNA clubs may contact OJOA to obtain
further permison as required. OJOA and its executive members and legal  representatives accept
no responsibility whatsoever for the accuracy or efficacy of, or any claim for, any
product, service or recommendation made herein.

The Ontario Jaguar Owners' Association (OJOA)
The Ontario Jaguar Owners Association was formed in December 1959 as an automobile
club whose purpose was to stimulate and encourage interest in the preservation,
ownership and operation of Jaguar automobiles. Over the years the OJOA has grown to
provide a means for exchange of information, technical and otherwise, to encourage
interest in automobile sport and competitive events in Ontario, to provide social
occasions for its members, and to foster interest in Jaguar and Daimler automobiles. The
OJOA is an affiliate club of the Jaguar Clubs of North America (JCNA).

Meetings
Meetings are held on the second Wednesday of each month (except in December) at
7:30pm. They are held at the autostoragepalace in Toronto. See our website for details

Membership, Address Changes, Renewals
Membership in the OJOA costs $80 ($90-Family) for one year (January thru December).
Ownership of a Jaguar or Daimler is not a prerequisite. Send all membership applications,
address changes, and renewals to the Membership Director.  An application form appears on
the last page of the magazine.

Merchandise
The OJOA has regalia for sale at all monthly meetings and events:
Contact Allan and Carol Lingelbach, 519-656-9398, to order any or all of these items.

Additional Contacts
Concours Chairman                   Rodrigo Crovati             416-770-4997
Chief Concours Judge               Tommy Cross                416-449-4275
Sring Blossom Run Organizer   Steve Sherriff                 905-822-7396
Slalom Chairman   Steve Sherriff
Fall Regularity Run Organizer  Steve Sherriff
Merchandise/Regalia Sales        Allan and Carol Lingelbach               519-656-9398

Jaguar Archives                                                               201-818-8144
JCNA Regional Directors     (North Central Region)
Bob Matejek                     248-842-1046
Gary Kincel                      724-744-6180
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Membership Benefits
Membership includes a subscription to the OJOA magazine, The Ontario JAGUAR; free
classified ads in the newsletter and on the website http://www.ojoa.org, the OJOA referral
service; membership in the JCNA; a subscription to the JCNA's Jaguar Journal magazine;
eligibility to enter JCNA sanctioned Concours d’Elégance and events; all OJOA monthly
meetings and events, and an opportunity to share a common interest with other Jaguar enthusiasts.

Advertising
The Ontario Jaguar welcomes commercial advertising.

The current rates are:
Size of Ad               2 Issues        6 Issues (1 Year)
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Members are encouraged to submit articles or photographs to the newsletter editor for possible inclusion in
subsequent issues. Submissions should be in the following format to guarantee the best results:

The format requirements for the newsletter are basic ... the rule is "Please keep it simple" ... Text is preferred in
plain text - MS Word or similar submissions will be passed through Notepad to strip any formatting before
importing it to the desk top publishing software, though we'll try to reproduce your layout if it is important to you
- experience has shown that documents created in MS Publisher cause considerable grief  Images are preferred
in .png or .gif or .jpg format - We will reduce images to 300dpi and 800x600 maximum before inserting them into
the newsletter to keep the file size down on the on-line version.

Deadlines - Any articles, notices or advertisements for inclusion in the OJOA newsletter must be
received by the editor no later than the fifteenth day of the month preceding publication.

Cover Photos:  by Jaguar Cars, Barbara Barrett and members Tommy Cross, Mark Saskoley

The Current Year

Club events include the Jagfest Spring Tour,
OJOA Jagfest/Concours D'Elégance,

OJOA/Jagfest Fall Colour Tour.

The OJOA has been involved in such events as
Downton Abbey Day, The Yorkville Classic

Car Show, F-Type Coupe launch in
Waterloo, an offsite meeting at the

autostoragepalace, OJOA and Citroen Club -
Joint meeting. Many event photos are available
on our website at http://www.ojoa.org. Please

visit.

If you have events that you would like to include
in this year's activities, please contact any of the

executive.

Please Notify Us

If you know of any member who is ill, in the hos-
pital, broken a limb, has a special anniversary, or

who has passed away.

Please email the club secretary, Bonnie
bonnieoldford@yahoo.ca

or

call Duane at 416-471-6375
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Chatting with Ian Callum at the CIAS
Photos: Tommy Cross, Ian Callum, Jaguar Cars
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On February 11th 2016, I attended Press Day at the
Canadian International Auto Show (CIAS). This is a
frightfully well organised event. It seemed that there
may have been about 200 Automotive Journalists
attendant. The show was replete with Canadian market
“reveals” by CEOs and Designers. An auto-enthusiasts
dream!
The British, Italians and French have always known
how to design both automobile exteriors and interiors.
Passionate designs. With regards to interior design, the
British, in particular could always execute a “drawing
room on wheels” type of interior, eschewing warmth
and intimacy using cut lines, colours, shapes, wood,
wool, leather, piping and relief. In my humble opinion,
the German and latterly, Japanese and Korean
automotive designs, using these very materials, fall
short of the mark. With very few exceptions. Being
Jaguar aficionados, we all appreciate and have drawn
benefit from this legacy.
In this context, I have always followed Ian Callum’s
designs very closely. Ian Callum is the director of
design for Jaguar. He designed the Aston Martin DB7,
DB9, all recent Jaguar cars and the sultry C-X75,
which had a starring role in the latest Bond film,
Spectre. Along with other Jaguar DNA, there has
always been theatre and occasion. For instance, the
rotating air vents on F-type and XF. The “red pulsing”
engine start button on several offerings. The rising
cylindrical gear selector. Speaking of theatre, has
anyone ever seen the “ultraviolet” under dash lighting
on a Mark ix? And that was in the 1950’s.

Ms Moneypenny and C-X75

John Ogden, OJOA
Ambassador/Adviser and Duane
Grady, OJOA President also met
with Ian Callum

F-TYPE SVR

Aston Martin DB9

Callum’s Lights

Photo: John Ogden

Jaguar Selector and Start/Stop

Article: Tommy Cross
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Chatting with Ian Callum at the CIAS
Cont’d

Ian Callum Jaguar Mk2

I inquired as to what was in store for the next XJ, design wise. Of course, he could
not give specifics but indicated that it would be quite different and would preview
the “next look” of Jaguar Cars. I know it will be a hit.

I handed him our two latest issues of The Ontario Jaguar. He graciously accepted
them as his own and thumbed through the first issue. When he saw cover of the
second issue, “JAGUAR POLO?!”, he gave a quizzical look and said “look at what
you’re doing with Jaguars!, were any panels damaged?” I replied that none were.
He smiled and looked relieved.

Later on, at another visit, Ian revealed the F-pace to the press (funny, someone
had changed the colour of the reveal cover by then!). It was well received. Taking
the F-type design language into account, Ian said that he’d given the design team
the brief to design a Jaguar first that had to be an SUV and not an SUV with a
Jaguar badge. This has certainly been translated as the F-pace has sexiness,
muscular haunches and all. Ian is particularly proud of the ability to translate the
haunches, as aluminium is hard to work with. It doesn’t like to be stretched too
much. Its roofline drops as it travels from front to back, with an extended rear
roofline spoiler, so the design has movement. It also looks hunkered down, which
is an oxymoron for a jacked up SUV. But he and his team have done it yet again!

Having some background in IT support myself, I’ve often observed that with the
exception of interacting with other people, some of the time, all my work was
stored on a server somewhere in a back room, coded in 1’s and 0’s. Not
particularly creative, and generally, not to be seen again. Not much satisfaction
there. On the other hand, Ian and his design team create moving sculpture,
having much creative fun (and some negative moments) along  the way. But in
the end, they are able to see their results actually moving down the roads,
appreciated by many the world over. And you can certainly see the facial emotion
and body language of a person lusting over these cars. How immensely satisfying
this must be.

Simply put, he has been my automotive design hero for a great many
years, about 17 years to be honest. I am not a star struck person, instead
appreciating what sort of person you are, character and intellect. Inflated
egos are a hollow enterprise. Most of us never are able to meet with public
personalities we consider epic. It was exceptionally gratifying to tell Ian
this during the time I spent with him during the day. Several visits. I could
not resist. It also helped that there we no obvious cameras trained on
him/us.
Ian is affable, open and palpably passionate about Jaguar. Period. He just
seems the kind of person you’d wish as a friend because despite his
substantial and real achievements in life, he does not possess an inflated
ego to trip him up. On such a visit as this, the Canadian Launch of Jaguar’s
newest stable mate, the F-pace, Ian is energetic despite being jet-lagged.
He steadfastly refers to the F-pace as a sports car. From all reports, it
certainly performs and handles like one. Being the first journalist there, I
was able to photograph F-pace before it was covered-up for its later
reveal!

Amongst other topics, I was able talk to Ian about two particular designs.
Because Mark and I have a 2011 XJL Super Sport and a newly acquired
2009 XJ Super V8, I was curious about his face-lift design for the Super
V8 (2008 – 2009 only). He said that he’d decided, among other design
cues, to drop the front and rear valances, inserting a central under-grill.
This was meant to give the car a more “butch” and predatory stance. He
thought the car actually looks better a little lower than production height
and told me that it’s just software code if I wanted to do it. Hmmm. If the
designer says that’s what he’d do……… Looking at all his designs, it’s clear
that Ian loves under bumper (or in bumper air intakes) and fender vents.
They give the car a sense of power. See pic above and below.

2009 Jaguar XJ Portfolio
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Chatting with Ian Callum at the CIAS
Cont’d

Most special thanks to Barbara Barrett -
Communications Manager, JLR, a very busy person
but exceptionally accommodating to my “hanging out”
whilst she oversaw the Jaguar Canada operations at
the debut and press event. Many of you may know
that the CEO of JLR Canadian operations, Lindsay
Duffield, stepped down at the end of 2015. Some
think that it’ll be run from the U.S as certain current
rumours have it. This won’t be so as we’ll soon have
another Canadian CEO. Barbara, has some very clear
ideas of how and who will get the nod but alas I was
politely sworn to secrecy and so, honour bound, I’m
unable to reveal her thoughts. Stay tuned.

Tommy Cross

Barbara Barrett, Communications Manager, JLR

F-pace, prior to cover-up for reveal!

Ian being interviewed

F-pace, covered for revealXE Folding Seats

F-pace Road Wheel

F-type Bloodhound Project
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Chatting with Ian Callum at the CIAS
Cont’dF-pace Official Canadian Reveal!

Jaguar supplied a full lunch for all press

F-pace Mood Lighting
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            200 MPH Jaguar F-TYPE SVR
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200 MPH Jaguar F-TYPE SVR to Make Global Debut at 2016 Geneva
Motor Show on March 1, 2016 and will go on sale in summer 2016.

Capable of accelerating to 200mph (1), the new F-TYPE SVR is the first
Jaguar to wear the SVR badge and is developed to exploit the two-seat
aluminum sports car's full potential while retaining its day-to-day usability.

Lighter, faster and more powerful, the new F-TYPE SVR takes
performance, dynamics and driver involvement to a new level yet retains
the comfort and duality of character inherent to all Jaguar cars.

"The new F-TYPE SVR is the first series production Jaguar car to be
developed by Special Vehicle Operations and benefits from everything we
know about precision engineering, performance and design," said John
Edwards, Managing Director, Jaguar Land Rover Special Operations. "The

result is a 200mph,all-weather supercar that you can drive every
day - we even made a Convertible version so that enthusiasts can
revel in the sound from the new titanium exhaust system."

The new F-TYPE SVR will join the 2017 Model Year F-TYPE Coupe
and Convertible range comprising of the F-TYPE, F-TYPE Premium,
F-TYPE S, F-TYPE British Design Edition and F-TYPE R.

Full technical specifications, pricing, images and films will be
available on February 17, 2016 at www.us.media.jaguar.com.

(1) Top speed shown for Coupe derivatives of the F-TYPE SVR.
Always follow local speed limits.

Photos: Jaguar Cars
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GIVING ONE PAWS, EVEN CARS LOOK TO
SPRING. JOHN OGDEN TAKES AN EARLY SPRING

BREAK IN FEBRUARY
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Photo: John Ogden
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Press Room

Photos/Article: Tommy Cross

Even though full size luxury car sales have suffered at the expense or all manner of SUVs, there still exists a market. A market which
automakers hope will bring customers into their brand, with hopes to keep them there with other offerings. Case in point is the new Lincoln
Continental. This is unquestionably the Lincoln brand’s new flagship. Revealed at the CIAS for the Canadian market, this apex Lincoln has
everything you could wish for in an automobile. I briefly talked with Dianne Craig, President and CEO of FoMoCo Canada. I told her it was so
rewarding that the production version adhered so closely to the recent dark blue concept shown at most major auto shows. She replied that
in fact they built the production very early on and devised a “concept” to show afterwards. This allowed for what seemed like a staggeringly
short development time.

The car borrows from a few other existing brands, but make no mistake, it is its own. In the press recently, some representative from Bentley
dismissed the rear fender top line as copying their Bentley Mulsanne. He may be right, but the car blends all its elements in a very cohesive
manner. I personally think that the front grill and lead into the headlights in very current Jaguar XJ. But you know what they say about
copying and flattery….

The car is far more striking in the metal than in photos. The exterior surfacing is generally subtle and reeks of attention to detail. The door
handles and heavy chrome line they’re contained in, are works of art and beautifully crafted. The hidden door openers (electronic) are finger
light for opening. Nice touch. Nowadays, especially considering the Chinese market, rear seating must be all things to rear passengers. This
car does not disappoint. Heated/cooled/massaging/reclining rear seats with attendant console for controlling all supplied amenities. A gigantic
sun/moon roof is available. Every interior surface and button I touched felt appropriately expensive and soft. Nice! Many more details
available at http://www.lincolncanada.com

Left, Dianne Craig

2017 Lincoln Continental under wraps
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Cont’d

Cadillac’s new flagship, the CT6, below, was revealed to the Canadian market as well. This is another good looking design, packed with
“everything” as standard or available. Heated/cooled/massaging/reclining rear seats with attendant console for controlling all supplied
amenities. Hd rearview mirror connected to wide angle exterior rear cameras. I think the design language, inside and outside is fine but find
the rear end treatment to be a little weak. More details available at http://www.gm.ca/gm

Cadillac CT6

Alfa Romeo Giulia

Infinity Q60s

L  I                     N                      C                      O                      L                      N



Reg Beer Coachbuilders Corp.

Providing quality service & restoration to classic
& vintage automobiles for

over 35 years.

12944 Albion Vaughn Rd.               Tel/Fax (905) 857-3210 Bolton, ON
L7E 4C6         Email: cmcmog@idirect.ca
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We drove the '16 Jag XJ in Mumbai and didn't die
(or kill anyone else)
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Article: AUTOWEEK, Andrew Stoy. Photos: ANTHONY CULLEN

JAG'S LEAN AND LIGHT EXECUTIVE
TRANSPORT PROVES ADEPT AT NAVIGATING
SOME OF THE WORLD'S WORST TRAFFIC

Jag's XJ luxury lightweight executive sedan
gets a midcycle refresh for 2016 aimed at
adding tech, gear ratios and comfort, all while
leaving what works -- namely the sleek cat's
styling -- mostly alone.
If you're balking at "lightweight," it's an
accurate descriptor, albeit relative: Whether in
short- or long-wheelbase iteration, the XJ is
the featherweight of its competitive set, 300
pounds lighter than a BMW 7-Series, 350
pounds lighter than an Audi A8L (even when
AWD is added) and a whopping 700 pounds
lighter than a comparable S-Class Benz.
Powering the XJ is the now-familiar Jag stable
of V6 and V8 powerplants, all supercharged in
this case, and ranging from 340-550 hp
depending on trim level. An eight-speed ZF
automatic is the only transmission, driving
either the rear wheels or all four, and electric
power steering makes its first XJ appearance.
Extraordinary interior accoutrements are
expected in a Jaguar sedan, and the XJ
delivers, though it doesn't break new ground.
A noteworthy upgrade is the new InControl
Touch Pro infotainment system replacing Jag's
ancient, clunky touchscreen of yore. Attractive

Add to the already chaotic nighttime streets
of Mumbai the fact we were behind the wheel
of a long-wheelbase, right-hand-drive car in a
country that drives on the, ahem, wrong side
of the road, and it's safe to say your
experience may vary.
Chaos be damned, though: If the XJ can
tackle Mumbai, imagine how it might perform
on the relatively uncongested freeways of,
say, Atlanta or Los Angeles, and side streets
devoid of tuk-tuks, motorcycles carrying
unhelmeted infants and the occasional head
of cattle. The XJ rose, or in this case shrunk,
to the challenge, doing its best impression of
a compact sedan when weaving through
crowded neighborhoods and around tightly
packed roundabouts.
Credit the Jag's lightweight aluminum
structure for giving the car impeccable
reflexes, but kudos also go to the 3.0-liter
supercharged V6 and its instantaneous
response. Coupled to the well-tuned ZF eight-
speed automatic, this compact powerplant is
all the XJ needs to snarl from light to light
while delivering long legs for highway
cruising. No, it's not the sublime AJ-V8 --
now only offered in supercharged form -- but
neither is it as thirsty, and the 5.0-liter V8 is
an option-tick (and $15K) away should you
require it.

and relatively quick, InControl gets an 8-inch
capacitive screen much like that found on a
smartphone, allowing the pinch-to-zoom and
swipe commands with which most drivers are
familiar.
Aside from infotainment improvements,
Jaguar's big news for 2016, not just on the XJ
but across its lineup, attempts to address the
elephant in the room for many potential
customers: reliability. To help assuage those
buyers, the brand is introducing EliteCare, a
warranty and customer-care program covering
the first five years or 60,000 miles of
ownership. EliteCare includes a limited
warranty, free scheduled maintenance and
24/7 roadside assistance, plus the InControl
Remote and Connect vehicle connectivity
apps.

What's it like to drive?
Ever been to Mumbai, India? It's what
sociologists and civil engineers term a "total
clusterf&%k," albeit one with an undeniable
energy and somewhat deniable beauty. Traffic
is bad enough that Jag had us drive the XJ late
at night, lest our experiences be relegated to
just the stop/start system and pedestrian
impact protection.



Classifieds: Parts

Many used parts for the following Jaguars.

XJ6 Ser. III, 1980-1987, Ser. IV XJ40 1987½ -
1994, XJ6 1995-1996, XJ8 Coupe 1998, XJS
6/12 1980-94, XJ8/XJR/VDP 1998-2003,

S-Type 3.0/4.0 L 2000-2003, X-Type 2.5/3.0 L
2002-2003.

Jaguar Parts for sale   [06]

birkshiremotors@rogers.com for availability of parts you need.

Club members and other interested parties may advertise personal cars, parts and services for sale
or wanted in the newsletter and on the website.  Ads should be no longer than 50
words and may be edited for space considerations. All classified ads run for a minimum of two
consecutive issues and can be renewed if requested.  Members of OJOA and other
JCNA affiliated clubs offering reciprocal free advertising may advertise at no charge, the fee for
others is $25 for 2 issues / $60 for 6 issues. Contact the Advertising Manager to
place or cancel ads.

E-type Jaguar parts for sale, small and larger. Original radios,
chrome, fittings, front scoop.

Mk11
Rear bumpers, two front grills, need some work. Doors, hood, boot

lid.
Email Dr Mike Smith drmike_smith@rogers.com

Jaguar Parts for sale   [11-13]
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We drove the '16 Jag XJ in Mumbai….
Cont'd
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We were also treated to a ride in this particular XJL, sharing the Premium Rear Seat package with an Indian colleague more accustomed to
commuting on bicycles and ripe-smelling commuter trains. The reclining, climate-controlled leather seats are complemented by sunshades,
a rear moonroof and flip-up video equipment/tray tables integrated into the front seatbacks, ideal for executive transportation.
If our new friend preferred it to his customary bike seat, he didn't let on, but he did seem to like being chauffered around Mumbai (more
about his unique story in January).
Thanks to the warm, dry December Indian weather, we were unable to test one of Jag's newest innovations, the so-called All-Surface
Progress Control. Basically a low-speed cruise control, it helps drivers attack icy, snowy or otherwise low-traction situations by modulating
the throttle and brakes up to a preset maximum speed; we'll test it as soon as we get an XJ here in Detroit in, say, February.
Do I want one?
Depends. Are you the kind of person who marries his high-school sweetheart, gets an accounting degree and settles comfortably into the
life of a CPA? If so, a nice, safe Lexus LS might better suit your overdeveloped left brain.
The Jag is an outsider choice, the kind of car that'll have said Lexus-driving CPA neighbor asking "what's that?" after which, upon
discovering it's a Jaguar, he'll tsk tsk tsk remembering a friend's nightmare Series III XJ6 (conveniently forgetting it was brilliant to drive
when it worked properly).
You'll smile. Passion requires risk, you say. Sacrifice for the art of driving! You won't be a sheep, dammit.
Then you can tell him your warranty is better than his, too.



Classifieds: Cars
1987 XJSC 5.3 V12                           [07-12]

Rare T-Top model. Great condition, runs very well.
The body in very good condition, mechanics are excellent.
In storage for a few years, now needs new owner to take care of it.
Dark blue exterior with black interior. Original walnut wood finish in
good condition. Can be seen near Sunderland, Ontario, north of
Uxbridge. price: $9,750. or best offer......must sell.
Call John at 705 357 1058 email

emaclean9@gmail.com or emaclean@igility.bm

1994 XJS 4.0L 6 cyl                        [10-14]

140,000 kms, original and in excellent condition, new battery, new
alternator, never Winter driven,
maintained by Jaguar Dealership (Coventry North)
Certified and Emissions tested
Asking $10,500 or OBO, must sell. Owned since 1996, only 1 other
owner since new. Call Stuart at 905 455 5318 or email
stuartpothan@rogers.com

1992 XJ12 Vanden Plas                  [11-14]

One of the last hundred Series III Jaguar's made. (#46)
Excellent condition. Black Cherry, Doe Skin Interior, 119,000 km.
16" Rims with new tires, exhaust system. Asking $16,000 or best
offer.
Call Clinton at 416-575-2175 day or 905-433-0365 evening

1987 XJ6                   [11-14]

Fully restored. Must be seen.  One of the last 1987 Series III. Col-
our, Metallic Blue with Grey Interior.  Pepper Pot Rims with new
tires, new exhaust system.  Asking $10,000 or best offer.
Call Clinton at 416-575-2175 day or 905-433-0365 evening
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2011 Jaguar XJ                         [09-14]

Lunar Grey w/custom pin stripe. 88000 kms. Spotless. Full
service records. Always garaged. full set of summer and winter
tires. $40,900. Fully optioned, w/balance of factory warranty
Bruce Scott 519 541 0278 or emailbrucesscott@hotmail.com

1991 XJS Classic V12 conv. (US spec)  [10-15]

Body (diamond blue) and top (navy) in good shape. Recently rebuilt long block installed
by British Jaguar specialist. Some parts required to complete top end. New radiator, belts
and hoses, interior (magnolia) requires attention. Vehicle presently in heated storage.
Alliston/Orangeville area. Asking $5,000, offers considered. Call Harry at 705-435-2223
or email hbunker@xplornet.com

mailto:emaclean9@gmail.com
mailto:emaclean@igility.bm
mailto:emaclean@igility.bm
http://
mailto:hbunker@xplornet.com
mailto:hbunker@xplornet.com


This is a steel frame, steel body, aluminum hood, doors and trunk production car.
Engine block W 1463-8 and body number F1288 are original.
Rebuilt the engine/head in June 2013, re-sleeved the block back to standard size and
installed a modern rear main seal.
Rebuilt steering box. Upgrades: 5 speed transmission designed especially for the xk120;
flame thrower distributor, solid core plug wires, electric fan, alloy fuel tank, steering mantel
with signal light switch, stainless steel sport exhaust and Dynalite alternator which looks
like the original dyno generator.
For more info email Marc Marechal email marmar1305@yahoo.com

  1950 Jaguar XK120          [12-14]
Exterior: white
Interior: black/white
Engine: 3.4L ; 389km

There were only 12,055 XK
120 made between 1948-
1954 and starting at chassis
number 670001. This one is
chassis number 670220
clearly stamped on the
frame

It was the 36th steel body
XK120 ever built.

Cars Wanted

Wanted

Looking for a 1965 E-Type LHD convertible 4.2L 6 cyl.

Please contact me as follows:
Marc Marechal

E-mail: marmar1305@yahoo.com
Cell: 289 231 3125

An all original Jaguar XJ6 from the original owner family. This is an excellent example of
the Series II XJ sedan Owned by a past president of the Ontario Jaguar Owners
Association and entered in many annual Concours D'elegance scoring in the 90s. British
racing green, 4.2L double overhead cam engine, the Connolly leather interior still smells
new. The car has never been winter driven with only 54,576 original kilometres driven.

Asking price is $13,500.00 and the car is available to be seen in OakvilleFor more info
please contact Greg 416 500-6603 or email gjharris@cogeco.ca

1979 Jaguar XJ6L                [09-15]
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Classifieds: Cars

PARTS SALE            [10-15]

  1. A set of 4 Jaguar Wire Wheel Rims - 5 stud, Chrome, Size
15x7, marked

#7102 JJTB in excellent condition

    2. A box of various spares - Lucas spot light, light unit, SU
pump etc.

Richard 905-632-3940 (Burlington)

Parts Wanted for Series II E-Type [10-15]

- Front brake caliper castings

- Rear exhaust manifold

- Front bumper over-rider (passenger side)

Contact: Lloyd Trimm 905-637-9287 or Christine@trimm.biz

Immaculate. Black on Black. Victory Edition Specification. Jaguar Dealer Maintained.
Stored in Winter. Owned since 2006

119,000 km. $17,500 ono.

email dmartin.cdm@rogers.com

2003 Jaguar XKR convertible [01-16]
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